
case study

Summary 
Mercadolibre has risen to prominence as Latin America’s 
leading e-commerce and auction site. Founded in 1999  
with a handful of employees, it is now the eighth-largest 
online retailer, handling up to two million site requests  
per minute and four million in peak times. To support  
its business, Mercadolibre has built a distributed cloud 
infrastructure based on Ubuntu and OpenStack. While  
it previously took days or weeks to provision new compute 
and storage resources, developers and managers can now 
auto-provision the infrastructure they need in real time. 
Ensuring that IT is constantly aligned to the needs of the 
business, the Openstack / Ubuntu Cloud also provides 
virtually unlimited scalability with no increase in licensing 
costs. To ensure mission-critical systems are constantly 
available, Mercadolibre’s cloud is supported by Canonical, 
the company behind the Ubuntu project. 

Challenge 
Which site should you visit if you want to buy a new house, 
car, stereo, fishing rod, dolls’ house or anything else you  
can think of? In Latin America, the answer is Mercadolibre.

This site has become the leading forum for buying and 
selling products and services online across the region. 
Buyers and sellers can exchange information or conduct 
transactions based on fixed-price sales or auctions. Users 
can also market their products and services effectively by 
investing in banner ads and other site-based publicity.

From its humble beginnings in 1999, when there were only four 
employees, Mercadolibre has grown into a true online giant. 

Today, it is the eighth largest online retailer in the world with 
a presence in 15 countries and more than 1,500 employees. 
The organisation has 62 million individual users registered 
on its systems, and processes traffic equal to two million  
site requests per minute (and up to four million during peak 
times such as the lead-up to Christmas).  

Mercadolibre builds 1,000-node  
Ubuntu cloud for IT on demand
Ubuntu supports dynamic, real-time  
service provisioning 
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Challenge:  Making it fast and simple  
to provision IT 

 Minimising manual admin

  Enhancing IT service for 
business divisions

  Delivering  
Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

Solution:  A 1,000-node  
Ubuntu-based cloud

  Ubuntu 10.10 on servers  
and for guests

  Chef for rapid server 
configuration management

Results:  Real-time, self-service 
provisioning 

 Highly stable infrastructure

 Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

  Visibility of customer behaviour

  Enterprise support from 
Canonical

 Simple management

  Compatibility with public clouds

Fast facts



Solution 
To optimise its infrastructure and deliver services to  
end users more efficiently, Mercadolibre has evolved to  
a cloud-based computing model. “Just three years ago, 
bringing new servers and services online required manual 
hardware and software configuration – which was time 
consuming and expensive,” says Guelar. “We introduced 
infrastructure virtualisation in 2008 which certainly helped, 
but there was still a lot of manual scripting required, which 
limited our agility and made it slow to provision new 
resources and services.

“To address these challenges, we’ve now deployed a 
1,000-node cloud infrastructure that supports self-service 
real-time provisioning of IT resources,” explains Guelar. “We 
get the best possible utilisation from our hardware, and our 
end users and developers can get near-instant access to all 
the IT services they need, when and where they need them.”

Developers and managers can request a wide range of IT 
resources from the cloud. These include virtual machine 
instances, storage resources, load balancing applications, 
caching servers, databases and more. 

The Mercadolibre cloud is founded on the latest hardware 
from Supermicro. It is built to OpenStack standards and  
runs on the Ubuntu Server 10.10 operating system. Ubuntu 
is also the guest OS for thousands of virtual instances 
running in the cloud. 

End users request cloud-based resources using a bespoke 
API developed by Mercadolibre. Alejandro Comisario,  
Senior Analyst and Cloud Builder at Mercadolibre, says: 
“When someone wants to auto-provision an instance, 
storage capacity or other resource, they simply make  
a request to our API and the rest happens automatically.  
All we do is look at the infrastructure as a whole, and  
ensure it has the capacity needed to meet the needs  
of the business at any given time.”

Ubuntu is the ideal foundation for Mercadolibre’s cloud 
infrastructure. “Ubuntu is the de facto standard for cloud 
building, offering native support for OpenStack, as well as 
our chosen open-source hypervisor KVM,” says Comisario. 
“With seamless scalability and no additional licensing costs 
for additional servers and instances, Ubuntu provides all  
the flexibility and scalability we need.”

During the past decade, Mercadolibre has refined and  
expanded its service offerings to meet the changing needs 
of its customers. Today, its innovative portfolio includes:

•  MercadoPago which allows site visitors to send and receive 
money online, quickly and securely. This works for all kinds 
of online transactions – not just payments on Mercadolibre.

•  MercadoClics which allows retailers to create text-based 
announcements to increase their visibility on Mercadolibre. 
With millions of visitors to the site, MercadoClic delivers 
rapid returns on investment for advertisers.

•  MercadoShops which is a platform that allows users  
to create new e-commerce sites quickly, at no cost. 
Companies can customise their sites based on their  
own brands and use free tools to administer sales,  
stock and transaction status. There’s also a feature  
that supports payments in 12 interest-free instalments.

•  MercadoSocios which helps users earn more money  
from their websites by becoming Mercadolibre partners. 
Partners earn money for referring traffic to the 
Mercadolibre site and for each new sale generated  
through this activity.

To support its rapidly growing online business, Mercadolibre 
needs scalable, cost-effective, robust IT. To this end, it has 
created a large, sophisticated, fully redundant infrastructure 
distributed across three datacentres in the US (two in 
Washington DC and one in Atlanta). The environment is 
managed by a 300-strong IT team, which is responsible for 
everything, from maintaining physical servers to deploying 
and managing new applications and services. 

Mercadolibre is constantly evaluating new technologies that 
can improve the speed, quality and reliability of IT services 
for the business, and provide the best possible experience 
for end users.

Mariano Guelar, Supervisor of Infrastructure at 
Mercadolibre, says: “Previously, provisioning critical IT 
resources such as processing and storage to different  
areas of the business was a manual process which took  
up a lot of time. We wanted to increase the flexibility  
of our infrastructure to minimise manual administration  
and support continuing business growth.”
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Enterprise-class support 
Unlike many open-source systems, Ubuntu offers  
enterprise-class support options. Although Mercadolibre 
has excellent in-house skills sets in Debian distros, and 
Ubuntu in particular, it is also taking advantage of the  
great support available from Canonical, the company  
behind Ubuntu. 

“We are currently working with Canonical to get 500  
Ubuntu machines supported under the Ubuntu Advantage 
service,” says Guelar. “This will give us access to the Ubuntu 
knowledge base, legal indemnity, third-line online and 
phone-based support and a host of other benefits.”

Under the terms of this agreement, a limitless number  
of Ubuntu guest instances will also be supported in the 
cloud. “Ubuntu Advantage doesn’t just cover Ubuntu on 
physical servers,” says Guelar. “It also gives us reassurance 
that all our guest instances are properly supported,  
however many we have running at any given moment.”

Simple configuration and management 
With native support for OpenStack, Ubuntu is extremely 
easy to deploy and configure in the cloud environment. 
Leandro Reox, Senior Analyst and Cloud Builder at 
Mercadolibre, says: “Using tools such as Chef, we can  
speed up the process of deploying Ubuntu on bare metal 
servers and ensure it’s configured according to our needs. 
Canonical has also launched new tools, such as Juju,  
which speed up the process of building and deploying  
cloud based services, and we are evaluating what this 
technology could do for our business.”

Compatibility with public cloud infrastructure 
Ubuntu provides native support for OpenStack and de  
facto industry standards such as the Amazon EC2 API. 
“Unlike many cloud offerings, Ubuntu is fully compatible 
with all major public cloud providers and other private  
cloud platforms,” says Reox. “This means we are free from 
vendor lock-in, and we can move our workloads between our 
in-house cloud and public clouds in the future if we wish.”

A standard, enterprise-wide OS 
As well as choosing Ubuntu to power its mission-critical 
cloud environment, Mercadolibre employees use the  
system on their workstations and laptops as well. “As well  
as enjoying the same licensing benefits, performance and 
robustness on servers and desktops, we have a standard 
interface and a standard set of productivity tools,” says 
Guelar. “As a result, we have achieved a great level of 
familiarity with Ubuntu and we’ve increased productivity  
as a result.”

Results

Fast, dynamic service provisioning 
The Ubuntu-based cloud infrastructure has reduced  
the time and work needed to provision IT resources. 

Leandro Reox, Senior Analyst and Cloud Builder at 
Mercadolibre, says: “With our original, dedicated 
environment, it could take weeks to bring new servers 
online, and this time fell to a couple of days with the 
virtualised environment,”. “However, with the cloud, 
developers and managers can provision services themselves  
in real time – which greatly improves productivity, allows  
the business to grow without technology limitations,  
and minimises routine admin for us in the IT team. The  
result is a much more efficient infrastructure that is  
totally aligned to the needs of the business.”

Robust, stable environment 
Ubuntu offers regular releases and updates, ensuring  
that all the latest applications and hardware are supported. 
At the same time, it offers great kernel stability, making it 
the ideal foundation for mission-critical applications such  
as SAP, databases and CRM.

“Our business depends on presenting content online  
and processing millions of financial transactions,”.  
“The stability of Ubuntu gives us peace of mind that  
our systems and data will be constantly available,  
and that the site will stay up at all times.”

Support for new revenue streams 
The flexibility and scalability of the Ubuntu cloud 
environment presents new commercial opportunities for 
Mercadolibre. Maximiliano Venesio, Senior Analyst and  
Cloud Builder at Mercadolibre, says: “Right now, we’re using 
our cloud to deliver Infrastructure-as-a-Service for our 
internal divisions only, but this may change in the future,”

“This strategy would be simply impossible if it weren’t  
for Ubuntu’s low-cost commercial model,” Venesio adds. 
“We can add any number of new Ubuntu servers and 
instances to our environment, and support any number  
of new customers, with no increase whatsoever in OS 
licensing costs.”

Increased understanding of customer behaviour 
Ubuntu offers great support for Big Data applications  
such as Hadoop, that help organisations understand 
customer behaviour and preferences. “We have already  
built a Hadoop cluster on our Ubuntu infrastructure,”  
says Guelar. “Combined, these technologies allow us  
to track user behaviour on a per-click basis, recommend 
other items that buyers may be interested in, and drive 
business across all areas of the site.”


